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Abstract— Slow moving traffic in heavily populated cities, can
many times result in loss of lives due to emergency vehicles not
being able to reach their destination hospitals on time. Recent
advances in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) makes it increasingly likely that vehicles in the near
future will be equipped with advanced systems that allow inter
vehicular communication. In this paper, we assume the usage
of such a system to optimize the lane level dynamics for an
emergency vehicle (EV), traversing a multi lane stretch of road
under a variety of traffic settings. In particular, we present
the Fixed Lane Strategy (FLS) and the Best Lane Strategy
(BLS) for EV traversal and perform an extensive agent based
analysis to study their strengths and weaknesses. Through a
series of experiments performed using the well-known traffic
simulator SUMO, we could show that: (a) BLS performs better
than SUMO strategy on all traffic settings we tested. (b) BLS
performs better than FLS in settings that capture real-world
traffic conditions involving congestion and uncertainties while
FLS performs better in well-behaved conditions and (c) BLS
was found to be the best strategy for the setting calibrated
using real world data (obtained from NYCDOT).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent advances in the field of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) make it increasingly likely that vehicles in
the near future will be equipped with advanced systems that
allow inter vehicular communication [1]. This is being made
possible using VANETS (vehicular ad hoc networks) [2], a
key component of ITS. Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication will allow for several innovative methods of traffic
management. In this paper, we will study one application
of this technology that can improve the traversal time of
emergency vehicles (EVs) [3]. Note that we only assume
usage of inter-vehicular communication system (V2V) but
not the usage of any other road side infrastructure [4].
Improving the travel time of EVs can potentially save
many lives [5], [6]. For example, [5] presents statistics
related to thousands of people being affected by EV delays
in UK along with detailed location wise statistics. Medical
guidance, according to this article, says that immediately
life-threatening (Category A) calls should receive a response
within 8 minutes for atleast three quarters of the cases. This
target was set because the chance of surviving a heart attack
reduces by 10% with every minute that passes. [6] presents
the following EV response times breakdown for Wales (part
of UK): 42.6% of Category A calls received an emergency
response within 8 minutes, 47.4% within 9 minutes, 52.0%
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within 10 minutes, 68.9% within 15 minutes, 79.1% within
20 minutes and 89.8% within 30 minutes. The key takeaway
point from all this information is that, we are looking for
savings in EV traversal time of the order of few minutes or
even seconds, that can result in a life saving difference.
Simulators have long been useful aids where the understanding of phenomena, that can be simulated, are quite
difficult. Traffic is one such domain where simulations have
been found to be very helpful and have a rich history [7], [8].
Traffic simulations facilitate the evaluation of infrastructure
and policy changes before implementing them on roads. For
example, the effectiveness of dynamic traffic management
systems [9] or autonomous intersection and traffic light
control mechanisms [10], [11], can be tested and optimized
in a simulation before being deployed in the real world.
At a broader level, traffic simulators can be classified into
macro (involves modeling the general aspects of system like
the average speed of vehicles on the road, vehicle density)
and micro (involves modeling each vehicle at an individual
level) level simulators [12]. In this paper, we perform our
analysis using a free and open microscopic traffic simulation
suite named Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [13],
to identify the best possible traversal strategy for an EV in a
variety of settings. SUMO allows modeling of traffic systems
and has a wealth of supporting tools which can handle tasks
such as route finding, visualization and network import. We
will use its rich feature set to simulate a variety of realistic
traffic scenarios, then introduce the EV and allow its behavior
to play out in the simulation.
Our assumption regarding availability of V2V communication infrastructure and its interaction with SUMO ensures
that the EV can interact with vehicles upto a particular
communication distance that allows it to sense other vehicles,
find about their speeds and other details, send lane change
requests and other such interactions. This interaction process
is enabled by running a communication simulation which
runs in parallel to SUMO and interacts with SUMO using
its TraCI interface [14]. For example, upon receiving a lane
change request, the vehicle requested only initiates the lane
change action while the dynamics of lane change are handled
by SUMO. By design, our algorithms are abstracted from
all the low level operations like vehicle acceleration and
deceleration, to focus specifically on high level planning part,
i.e., strategies to intelligently pick lanes for the EV.
Roads in heavily populated cities like Hong Kong, Manila,
Mumbai, Dhaka and Seoul suffer from extremely slow and
dense traffic. Furthermore, in cities with relatively faster
traffic like New York, London and Singapore, there is a wide

variation in traffic speeds and many times the traffic can be
quite slow. Such slow moving traffic can result in loss of
lives due to EVs not being able to reach their destination
hospitals on time. In this paper, we specifically focus on
scenarios where the roads are crowded with slow moving
traffic but our strategies are general enough to be applied to
any type of road settings including free-ways and highways.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents in detail the related work. Section III presents the
description of the SUMO Strategy, the Fixed Lane Strategy
(FLS) and the Best Lane Strategy (BLS) algorithms. It
is followed by Section IV, which explains the setup of
the traffic simulator. We then illustrate the results of the
experiments in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the
conclusion and some insights on future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
We identified the following different threads of work
related to improving the efficiency of EV traversal:
(a) Optimal routing problem: Finding the appropriate route
from base station to the location of the EV, and to other
destinations (e.g., hospitals) thereafter. ([15], [16]) identify
the best path to be taken by the EV but do not describe the
actual traversal details (like selection/changing of lanes).
(b) Determining lane-level dynamics: Determining the
actual traversal details once an EV enters a stretch of road
on its route to destination, including computing the best lane
to travel on and the consideration of lane changes.
(c) Control of traffic lights: During emergencies, traffic
lights may be controlled to reduce wait times at intersections
for a faster journey. [17] suggests methods for preempting
traffic lights using vehicle to infrastructure communication
and [18] presents a warning system using radio communication to warn other vehicles and notify traffic lights.
We focus specifically on point (b) in this paper i.e.,
computing the lane level dynamics for an EV. We envision
that the low level traversal strategies demonstrated in this
paper will work in conjunction with both (a) high level
planning of routes and (c) generation of a green wave for
the EV by preempting traffic lights.
There are several lane changing models that are used by
vehicles in microscopic traffic simulation suites like SUMO
[19]. These models perform very well for vehicles in general,
but for an EV we are able to obtain significant traversal
time improvements by using BLS in comparison to previous
models. This is because EVs can use specialized routing
strategies to take advantage of the fact that other vehicles
make way for EVs and also to account for the accurate
information available about other vehicles such as speed,
vehicle position etc., obtainable due to ITS assumptions.
Most lane changing models incorporate the following
types of lane changes: (a) Lane changes due to route requirements of the vehicle under consideration [19], [20]
(b) Lane changes to obtain faster speeds. This is mainly
based on speed of the leader(s) (the vehicle(s) immediately
in front of the vehicle under consideration). For example,
models like [21], [22], are rule/discrete-choice models which

consider lanes with faster leader(s) as better. However,
they do not consider the overall advantage of being on
a lane where the leader is not the fastest but maybe a
better lane on average. [23], [24] introduce incentive/utility
based models for lane-changing behavior which considers
the incentive/desire to change lanes and the gaps/risks involved. But, the incentive/utility itself is based mainly on
attributes like velocity of the leader(s), gap between the
vehicle under consideration and each of the leader(s) and
the possible acceleration/deceleration if lane change happens.
[25] describes a lane changing model which uses information
from surrounding vehicles and infrastructure to anticipate
beforehand, the possibility of a slow leader. But like in other
models, it has no provisions to anticipate better lanes based
on vehicles clearing out due to EV.
In this paper, we introduce the BLS algorithm which
instead of deciding on lanes based on a faster leader(s)
uses a sophisticated strategy that can adapt to varying traffic
patterns. This is achieved by using a utility function that
includes average speeds, slowest speeds and normalized free
space, and considers both the possibility of an immediate
faster lane and the clearing time of other vehicles. We also
introduce the FLS algorithm which acts as a good baseline.
Our paper includes extensive experimentation on a number
of settings developed to model real world traffic environments including one setting calibrated using real-world data
obtained from NYCDOT, which hasn’t been focused in prior
works. We compare our strategies with the SUMO strategy,
which includes a state of the art Tactical lane-changing model
(lane-change maneuvers where a vehicle attempts to avoid
following a slow leader) [20] and show that our strategies
perform much better as compared to the SUMO model.
III. T HE S TRATEGIES
We present here two strategies for the EV to handle lane
level dynamics while traversing on a multi-lane stretch of
road namely FLS (Fixed Lane Strategy) and BLS (Best
Lane Strategy). Our strategies were developed, specifically
for the EV, to take advantage of the higher priority an EV has
and the accurate information available about other vehicles
due to the presence of inter-vehicular communication. Hence,
these strategies only specify the lane that the EV should
travel in while the low-level dynamics of traversal namely
speed, acceleration/deceleration and the dynamics involved
in changing the lane for the EV are handled by SUMO.
Another task these strategies perform is to identify the
appropriate vehicles to send lane change requests.
In a similar vein, the traffic behavior for all the other vehicles is entirely generated by SUMO depending on the initial
parameters which are picked using five different settings
described in Section IV-C (one of these is calibrated on data
from NYCDOT). Once the initial parameters are picked, we
do not make any modifications to the general traffic behavior
except for the two specific interventions presented in Section
IV-F to incorporate lane change requests and lane modeling
related parameters which SUMO does not provide otherwise.
The key idea here is to let traffic patterns evolve using the

underlying models SUMO has with minimal intervention and
focus on lane picking strategies. This is also the same reason
for why we let SUMO control the low level dynamics of
EV. We then study the strengths and weaknesses of the lane
picking behavior generated by these two strategies under a
variety of experimental settings and benchmark it against
SUMO strategy with suitable modifications described below.
A. The SUMO strategy
SUMO provides an “emergency” vehicle class which
combined with the default simulator strategy to control the
dynamics of vehicular traversal allows the modeling of EV
traversal behavior. In real-world, EVs have sirens and lights
to indicate other vehicles to make way. To model this into
SUMO, we add communication on top of the SUMO default
strategy. This will allow EV to send lane change requests to
vehicles on its current lane up to a distance cd in front of it.
We assume that all lane change requests sent will reach the
intended vehicles and vehicles will try to clear immediately
upon receiving them (We also analyze situations when such
a clearance is not possible). Similar communication facility
is assumed for FLS and BLS strategies (not to model
the effect of sirens/lights but) due to availability of V2V
communication. Availability of communication in SUMO
provides an advantage to the EV since in real traffic scenarios
sirens may not always be heard or drivers may not always
know the lane to clear until the EV is in sight. Hence, the
SUMO strategy we use for bench-marking is expected to be
favorable to the EV in terms of travel time.
B. The Fixed Lane Strategy (FLS)
The idea behind FLS is that the EV should identify the
lane, that is fastest on an average, based on prior information
and pick that as the fixed lane for its entire journey. This
would on an average ensure the minimum possible traversal
time unless exceptional situations arise. Assuming a right
handed driving system, in most cases leftmost lane is the
fastest, as faster vehicles tend to move on the left lanes
while the slower ones move on the right lanes (the viceverse typically holds true for left handed driving systems).
When using FLS the EV therefore moves to the leftmost
lane from its current position and then tries to clear out the
vehicles from that lane. As described earlier, we assume V2V
communication is feasible in the ITS framework. The EV can
therefore clear a lane, by sending lane change requests to
other vehicles traveling on its lane within its communication
distance, cd . It sends a lane change request after every fixed
re-computation interval, t. We also analyze situations when
clearance of other vehicles is not feasible.
C. The Best Lane Strategy (BLS)
The idea behind BLS is that the EV should identify the
best lane at the current time and move to that lane from its
current position. In order to do this the EV must calculate
the utilities of the current lane and the other lanes using the
utility computation function described below and then take
a decision to switch if it is beneficial to do so. Computing

this utility function would need the EV to make use of V2V
communication and obtain the needed information. Similar
to FLS the EV tries to clear out vehicles from the lane it
currently is in (and like for FLS we analyze when such
clearance is not feasible). Traffic being a dynamic domain
once the EV moves onto the best lane, the traffic patterns on
different lanes may change. BLS should therefore be able to
switch to better lanes.
1) BLS Utility Computation: A key step in BLS is to
compute the utility ul , of a lane l. We envision ul to be
a function of the following factors: (a) Normalized speed
of the slowest vehicle (since traffic on a lane eventually
moves at speed of the slowest vehicle) (b) Normalized
average speed (many times a vehicle (or vehicles) might
be temporarily slow since it is just about to change a lane
or near an intersection i.e., give some weight to average
rather than decide entirely on temporary phenomenon) and
(c) Normalized free space (since not all vehicles may be
able to switch lanes immediately after a clear lane message
is received). Here, normalized lowest speed is calculated
a
.
as (speed/maximum possible speed) and is denoted by m
b
Normalized average speed, m , is calculated as (average
speed/maximum possible speed). Here, maximum possible
speed, is the speed limit of the road (different lanes can
have additional speed restrictions). Normalized free space is
an approximation computed as n−c
n , where c is the number
of vehicles present on the lane l upto distance cd , and n is the
maximum number of vehicles that can be on the lane upto
cd . (n-c) therefore represents the number of vehicles that can
be added in the free space available upto cd . To compute n
we assume an average length for vehicles (lv ) which makes
the computation an approximation. Combining the terms:
a
b
n−c
+ wb ∗
+ wc ∗
(1)
m
m
n
where wa , wb , wc are the weights of each of the terms. At
the beginning of the simulation an EV starts on the lane
with maximum value of ul . Utilities are recomputed every
t seconds and lane changes happen when the utility of the
best lane ub , exceeds the utility of the current lane uc , by at
least δ to compensate for lane switching overheads:
ul = wa ∗

ub − uc > δ ( Condition f or lane change )
Summarizing the notation used so far:
• a - Lowest speed of a vehicle on lane l within the
communication distance, cd
• b - Average speed of vehicles on lane l (within communication distance cd )
• c - Number of vehicles on lane l (within distance cd )
• wa , wb , wc are the weight-age of the factors a,b and c
respectively where 0 <= wa , wb , wc <= 1 and wa +
wb + wc = 1
• m - Maximum speed limit of the road (Different lanes
may have different speed limits)
• n - Maximum number of vehicles possible within
d
distance cd , n = mvc+l
, where mv is minimum gap
v
between vehicles and lv is length of a vehicle

If there are no vehicles on the lane up to cd , i.e., c = 0,
then, a = b = sl (the speed limit of the lane).
• ub , uc - Utility of moving on the best lane and the
current lane respectively
• δ - Minimum utility difference for lane switch to happen
Key steps in BLS : For brevity purposes we avoid
presenting the entire algorithm but mention the key steps.
(a) Initially the EV computes utility of all the lanes using
equation 1 and assigns current lane to the one with highest
utility. Using appropriate values for wa , wb and wc (Section
IV-D), we weigh the different factors suitably to identify the
lane with the highest utility (and hence the fastest traffic).
(b) Every t steps, the EV re-computes the utilities. If the
difference between the maximum utility, ub and the current
lane utility, uc exceeds δ, the EV changes its lane to the one
with utility ub . When the utility ub is just slightly better, it
may not actually be beneficial to change lanes. A value of
δ = 0, means that a lane change will take place whenever
there is a lane with better utility than the current lane.
However, changing a lane has some cost in terms of changing
the traffic pattern that was used to compute the utilities of
lanes e.g., deceleration of EV/other vehicles when making
a lane change and other disturbances to traffic. This cost
incurred due to the changed traffic pattern need not always
be worth the advantage gained from increased utility due to
being on a faster lane, hence we use an overhead cost,δ.
(c) Additionally, if lane clearing is allowed, it sends lane
change requests (every t seconds) to vehicles on the current
lane, that are within its communication distance, cd .
The best case scenario for the EV is to be in a lane that
is empty till distance cd , i.e., c = 0. In this case, a and b
b
a
= m
= n−c
= 1 , hence,
both equal sl . If sl = m, m
n
ul = wa + wb + wc = 1 , the maximum utility possible for
a lane. If sl 6= m, i.e., when different lanes have different
sl
a
b
speed limits, then m
= m
= m
. Thus, different lanes will
have different utilities depending on the values of sl .
While FLS may appear to be a strict subset of BLS
it should be noted that, BLS uses only locally available
information from V2V communications to compute the best
lanes while FLS uses historical information to pick the
fastest lane for the entire journey. Also, in some of the
environmental settings described later, the simulation setup
results in much higher average speeds in the leftmost lane,
giving FLS a significant advantage by design over BLS.
•

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We present here our experimental set-up for testing the
EV strategies in a variety of environmental settings and
parameters using the SUMO simulator. Our simulations are
run on an environment that is common on many roads of
heavily populated cities like Hong Kong, Manila, Mumbai,
Dhaka and Seoul. Road segments in such cities have multiple
lanes that are quite crowded and are in general 1 km to
10 km in length, at a stretch, before hitting an intersection.
Thus, unless stated otherwise, for all the experiments shown
in this paper, we use a 2 km one way stretch of road with 4
lanes (varying the number of lanes between 2-6 did not cause

significant difference in the results). We tested with several
traffic patterns on the road and our results are reproducible
in all reasonably long road segments (> 500 meters).
Modeling Communication : We simulate a V2V single
hop communication model for our experiments. In particular,
the EV can get the position and speed of a vehicle in any lane
up to a fixed distance, cd via V2V communication. It can also
send lane change requests upto cd . We model communication
delay i.e., the time taken by the EV’s request to reach a
vehicle, using the variable cj for the j th request. We fix cj ’s
to 1 second for all the requests unless stated otherwise (as
most realistic delays are less than 1 second).
Vehicular parameters : For each vehicle i, we have the
parameters vi , ai and di - The maximum speed, acceleration
and deceleration of the vehicle respectively in addition to
other parameters we introduce later.
A. Modeling Human behavior
To make strategies work with autonomous vehicles and human drivers, we model the following parameters in SUMO.
1) vi p : The preferred maximum speed of drivers, for each
vehicle i, is set as vi p <= vi (A driver can’t go faster than
the vehicle maximum speed, hence the upper bound). For an
autonomous vehicle we set vi p = vi .
2) sdev : Speed deviation (speedDev in SUMO) models
the deviation of vehicles from lane speed limits. The maximum allowed speed of vehicles, vi mas is generated using
a normal distribution with a mean of sl (the speed limit
of the lane) and a standard deviation of sl ∗ sdev with
0 <= sdev <= 1. Typically, sdev = 0 for autonomous
vehicles i.e., they follow the lane speed limits while > 0
for humans (or a mix). Humans are also restricted by their
own preferred maximum speed, vi p . Thus, the maximum
speed of ith vehicle is the minimum of vi mas and vi p .
3) σ: SUMO parameter to model driver imperfection.
Vehicles do not always accelerate or decelerate at their
maximum possible values depending on the driver at wheel.
Using the car following models in SUMO, setting σ > 0
results in acceleration to be less than ai . Precisely, the model
sets acceleration at each time step for every vehicle, as
ai − (σ ∗ ai ∗ rand()), where rand() generates a random
value between 0 and 1. For an autonomous vehicle σ is set
to 0 which means the vehicle can accelerate at the maximum
possible value ai . Similar structure exists for deceleration.
Our experiments also use a parameter, re-computation
time, t, which is the time interval after which lane change
requests can be sent again. In BLS, t also represents the time
interval after which the utility of each lane, ul , is recomputed
for taking a lane change decision. All the parameters and
their default values are summarized in Table I, which we
arrived at via domain knowledge and experimentation.
B. Simulation traffic distribution
New vehicles get introduced in our simulation any time
before 250 seconds (i.e., between 1 and 250 seconds) and
the start times for these new vehicles are generated randomly
using a uniform distribution. The distribution is such that

Parameter
vi
vi p
ai
di
cj
sdev
σ
wa
wb
wc
δ
t
cd

Description
Vehicle maximum speed
Preferred maximum speed
Vehicle acceleration
Vehicle deceleration
Request delay
Speed deviation
Driver imperfection
Lowest speed weight-age
Average speed weight-age
Free space weight-age
Min utility difference
between lanes
Recomputation Interval
Communication Distance

Defaults
120 km/h
variable
0.8 m/s2
4.5 m/s2
1 second
0, 0.2
0, 0.5
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.10
10 seconds
100 meters

TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

a new vehicle enters the simulation every second with a
60% probability. This corresponds to 60 vehicles entering
the simulation, every hundred seconds, on average. The EV
enters the simulation at 200 seconds. The simulation run ends
when all the vehicles that had entered during the 250 second
period reach the end of the road segment.
C. Environmental Settings
For experimentation purposes, we modeled the following
different environmental settings.
1) Setting 1: In this setting, we try to model an idealistic
traffic pattern by setting all the vehicles to have the same
preferred maximum speed, vi p of 90 km/h. The speed limit
of all lanes is 60 km/h. The speed deviation factor, sdev , is
set to 0 and the driver imperfection factor σ is also set to 0.
Hence, we expect a behavior where vehicles enter the road
and travel at the lane speed limits throughout the journey.
This is a possible scenario, when all the vehicles on the road
are autonomous vehicles of the same kind, traveling without
any obstructions or road damages.
2) Setting 2: In this setting, we try to add realism by: (a)
Typically all the vehicles on a dense road do not travel at
same speed. Hence, using a uniform distribution, we generate
vi p of vehicles to vary from 20 to 60 km/h. The lane speed
limits are 60 km/h here. (b) While speed deviation, sdev is
set to 0 which is an idealistic behavior we do model driver
imperfections by setting σ to 0.5. To sum up, we expect this
to be more realistic than Setting 1, due to the distribution
over maximum preferred speeds and σ parameter.
3) Setting 3: We try to make this setting closest to most
roads in densely populated cities, by adding the following
behaviors: (a) As in Setting 2, vi p of vehicles varies from
20 to 60 km/h. (b) We model deviation from lane speed
limits by setting sdev to 0.2. (c) Driver imperfections are
modeled by setting σ to 0.5. (d) To model congestion, we put
limits on traffic speeds in different lanes by using a Gaussian
distribution for lane speed limits with mean = 60 km/h and
standard deviation = 30 km/h. We expect this to result in
traffic speeds that vary between very low sometimes (as happens during congestion) to slow moving traffic range most
times. (e) Modeling different speed limits for different lanes
as in (d), also introduces significant planning uncertainties
since vehicles would not know beforehand the traffic patterns

that may arise. As described earlier, the maximum speed of
a vehicle is derived as min(vi mas , vi p ) where vi mas is
generated using lane speed from distribution in (d) and sdev .
4) Setting 4: In this setting, we model the traffic patterns
corresponding to cities with relatively faster moving traffic
like New York City. We test here on a wider range of lane
speeds than setting 3, modeled using actual traffic speeds of
a few roads. In particular, we use the data available from the
City of New York Department of Transportation(NYCDOT)
[26] to perform the modeling. More details in Section IV-E.
5) Setting 5: In this setting, we do not allow communication of lane change requests. Other than this all other
parameters are same as Setting 2. This setting represents the
current situation where typically the system does not have the
infrastructure to facilitate V2V communication for sending
lane change requests. Even if communication is allowed, this
represents the situation for (lower priority) vehicles such as
cars, buses etc., not having the permission to clear a road.
D. Deciding on weights in BLS
As described in Section III-C, weights in BLS are very
important to determine the utility of different lanes. We
therefore performed experiments using several values of wa ,
wb and wc which combined with domain knowledge led
to default weights of 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2, as they resulted in
best traversal time for EV in most environmental settings.
Although these weights are suitable for most scenarios, a
different set of weights maybe used by the EV in some
radically different road settings (e.g., wc could be set to 0
for a road which is always very sparse, causing the effect of
free space to be insignificant). We verified the robustness of
solution for the weights we picked, by perturbing the weights
by (-5%,+5%) from defaults. The maximum difference in EV
traversal times, on average, was 1.64 seconds or 0.704%.
E. Mapping NYCDOT data to Setting 4
The NYCDOT data feed that we use to model Setting
4, contains real-time traffic information from sensor feeds,
mostly from major arterials and highways of New York City
(NYC). This data feed is updated every minute for each road
over a total of 153 roads. We developed our model using the
following: (a) We collected data for about a week (9670
minutes) from the real-time data feed (b) For any road we
simulate, we use a segment of 2 kms, irrespective of the
actual length of the road segment. (c) For (a few) roads with
varying number of lanes, we use the maximum number of
lanes for the entire length we simulate. (d) We included 151
roads having >= 2 lanes each (2 single lane roads were
excluded). (e) The road speed data we have is converted into
individual lane speed using the procedure described below
that would capture the salient features of NYC traffic.
Procedure to calibrate Setting 4 for NYC road speeds:
Modeling groups: We first classify roads into groups based
on number of lanes in the road. Hence all roads with 2 lanes
are classified into one group g2 , roads with 3 lanes into group
g3 and so on till g6 (maximum number of lanes for any road
in the data). We therefore obtain 5 groups in total g2 − g6 .

Modeling buckets: Within each group gj , the average road
speeds are classified into buckets using intervals of 5 m/s
(18 km/h) each. Therefore we have buckets b1 j for 0-5
m/s, b2 j for 5-10 m/s till b10 j for 45-50 m/s. The average
speed for each bucket, bavsi j , is taken as the mean of the
bucket. For example, for the bucket 0-5 m/s, the average
bucket speed, bavs1 j is considered 2.5 m/s.
Obtaining weights for buckets: We then obtain the weights
for each bucket in the following fashion: For each road, we
have 9670 data points corresponding to average speed of
the road at that minute. Each of these 9670 points are then
classified into buckets depending on the speed the data point
represents. The weight of a bucket is incremented by 1 for
each data point that falls under this bucket. For example, if
the average speed of a road (with j lanes) is 0-5 m/s for 500
minutes (out of the 9670 minutes) then we increment the
weight w1 j by 500. This procedure is repeated for all the
roads to obtain the total weight for each bucket.
The SUMO simulation: Each bi j has an average bucket
speed bavsi j and a weight wi j . bavsi j is taken as the
average road speed in simulation. To simulate lanes, bavsi j
is converted into lane speeds: Each lane is set a maximum
speed, picked using a uniform distribution between the
average road speed ± 40%. Hence, the mean of maximum
speed across lanes is the average road speed on expectation.
We then let the EV traverse on a 2 km stretch of road in the
SUMO simulation and calculate it’s run time. As mentioned
in Section V, each setting is run for 100 times, hence the
same lane will have different maximum speeds across the
100 runs and we obtain 100 different EV run times.
Summary of SUMO parameters used: (a) The number
of lanes in this setting ranges from 2 to 6. (b) The maximum preferred speed of vehicles, vi p , varies from 60 to
120 km/h. (c) As in Setting 3, we model deviation of drivers
from lane speed limits by setting sdev to 0.2 and model driver
imperfections by setting σ to 0.5. (d) All the other parameters
were set to default values mentioned in Table I.
EV run time per bucket: We average the 100 different
EV run times obtained to get the EV run time EV ri j for
a bucket i and group j. It represents the time an EV would
take (on average) if the number of lanes is j and the road
speed corresponds to bavsi j .
Computing mean run time: For each group j, we compute
grj = EV r1 j * w1 j + EV r2 j * w2 j + . . . + EV r10 j *
w10 j . We repeat this procedure to obtain gr2 , gr3 , . . . , gr6 .
Here (grj )/(w1 j + . . . + w10 j ) represents the average time
an EV needs to travel a 2 km road with j lanes. The mean
run time is obtained as (gr2 + . . . + gr6 )/((w1 2 + . . . +
w10 2 ) + (w1 3 + . . . + w10 3 ) + . . . + (w1 6 +. . . +w10 6 )).
This mean run time represents the average time an EV needs
to cover a 2 km stretch of road with speeds corresponding
to NYC roads and is used as run time for different strategies
and experimental parameters for Setting 4.
F. Other Details
As described earlier, apart from the EV lane picking
strategy we let SUMO control most of the traffic behavior
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(to generate realistic traffic patterns), except for the following changes/interventions: (a) In Settings 1,2,3 and 4
our strategies involve changing the lanes of some of the
vehicles to implement lane change requests. (b) In Setting
3 and 4 we (also) modify lane speed limits to implement
the varying speed limits for different lanes. Modification of
behavior of vehicles and lane speed limits is done using the
TraCI interface of SUMO [14]. Apart from these specific
interventions, SUMO handles all the behaviors and we do not
interfere in any way. Another detail related to experiments
is that, we compare the FLS and BLS strategies against two
baselines: One is the “SUMO Strategy” described earlier.
The second is an “Empty road baseline” (ERB), which is
the time taken by the EV when there are 0 vehicles on the
road apart from the EV for the entire simulation period. This
acts as a lower bound for the EV traversal time.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
All the results of our experiments presented in this section
are an average over 100 runs. Each run has vehicles entering
the simulation of a 2 km stretch of road with different starting
times, generated using the description in Section IV-B.
A. Comparison between strategies
The first experiment studies how the four different strategies ERB, SUMO, FLS and BLS perform on each of the
five settings described earlier. Results of this experiment are
summarized in Figure 1. The figure shows the five settings on
x-axis, and for each setting the four different strategies shown
as bars. The y-axis represents the time taken in seconds
by the EV to travel from start to destination using each
of the strategies. Our results show that in Setting 1, all the
strategies need similar time (as expected) as the empty road
baseline (ERB) since vehicles are able to move at the lane
speed limits. In Setting 2, FLS performs better than BLS
on an average (12.39% faster EV travel time). Both of them
perform significantly better than the SUMO Strategy (BLS
is 6.18% faster while FLS is 17.81% faster). FLS is able to
perform better here as the simulation setup leads to leftmost
lane (chosen by FLS) being the fastest. The average speed of
vehicles in the rightmost lane was 22.68 km/h while those
in the leftmost lane was 29.88 km/h (31.7% more).
In Settings 3 and 5, BLS performs better than FLS (with
41.37% and 5.17% improvement) and the SUMO Strategy
(with 29.44% and 6.13% improvement). Setting 3 allows
deviation from lane speeds limits and has congestion, thus
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adding a lot of dynamicity to the traffic patterns. BLS
handles it better as it uses the information obtained from
V2V communication to perform a better optimization of its
lane selection given the current traffic situation. On the other
hand, FLS due to its static nature, is not able to handle
this setting well and has a lower performance than even the
SUMO strategy (SUMO strategy is 16.90% faster here).
In Setting 5 we do not allow clearance of vehicles. Here,
BLS performs slightly better than FLS as it is able to find
gaps on the road. In particular, BLS performs significantly
better than FLS on less dense roads due to its ability to
pick up the gaps (gaps have more utility) and about the
same in empty roads as picking of gaps is not really needed.
In this setting, both FLS and BLS perform a little better
than the SUMO strategy (1.01% improvement and 6.13%
improvement). The travel time trends for Setting 4 are similar
to Setting 3. BLS performs significantly better than FLS and
the SUMO strategy (with 18.90% and 16.42% improvement).
FLS has a lower performance here too (SUMO strategy is
2.96% faster). Hence, we see that BLS performs better on
the setting modeled using the New York city traffic data.
B. Varying the communication distance, cd
Figure 2 plots the effect of changing the communication
distance, cd , in different environmental settings. Each sub
figure of Figure 2, represents a setting and shows the different
values picked for the parameter cd on the x-axis (in meters)
and the time taken by the EV on the y-axis (in seconds). As
described earlier, cd represents the distance upto which the
EV can send lane change requests to vehicles in front of it
(if allowed to). In addition, cd also represents the distance
in BLS upto which requests for information about other
vehicles are sent to compute the utilities of lanes.
For Setting 1 in Figure 2-(a), there is no benefit from
additional communication as vehicles are able to travel
at the lane speed limits (and cannot go any faster). For
settings 2,3 and 4, FLS, BLS and the SUMO strategies gain
advantage from an increase in cd till a certain threshold
value, with maximum benefit gained by BLS and least by
SUMO. We believe this happens at a lower threshold for
Setting 3 because: There is lesser relevant information to be
gained by communicating with farther vehicles, since due
to congestion, there are more vehicles on the road within
relatively short distances. BLS gains maximum benefit with
increase in cd since apart from sending lane change requests
to farther vehicles, the EV also uses the information about
speed and position of other vehicles, to compute better lanes.

Setting 4 has similar travel time trends as Setting 3 except
that the run time difference between the FLS and SUMO
strategies is less and becomes close to zero for higher cd
due to lesser congestion in Setting 4 resulting in more
free space for lane clearance (in FLS). In Setting 5, lane
clearing is not allowed. Since FLS and SUMO strategies
use communication only for lane clearance, cd has no effect
here. BLS uses communication for utility computation too.
Hence, for small values of cd (less than 30 meters), the EV
performance suffers as there is information about too few
vehicles to analyze the lane dynamics. However, cd > 100
meters does not lead to much better utility computation since
vehicles further away may not add much information.
C. Other experiments
For completeness of analysis we performed several other
experiments which we summarize here for brevity purposes.
1) Effect of varying the re-computation interval t: Parameter t specifies the time interval after which lane change
requests to other vehicles are sent again (if clearance is
allowed) for FLS and BLS. For BLS, it also specifies the time
interval after which the utilities are recomputed to decide if
the EV should change its lane. We varied t from 0-80 seconds
and found that, it is beneficial to increase t till around 10-15
seconds. A value of t < 10 seconds causes frequent utility
computations and lane changes, resulting in high traversal
time overheads (along with frequent clearing of vehicles and
its associated communication overheads) while for t > 1015 seconds, increasing t results in decreasing performance as
the dynamicity of the traffic situation may go unaccounted
for too long. Thus, t = 10 seconds is set as the default.
2) Effect of vehicles not following lane change requests:
In Settings 1,2,3 and 4 vehicles always follow lane change
requests while in Setting 5 they never follow. We study the
intermediate case where vehicles may or may not accept lane
change requests. The probability of vehicles following lane
change requests plcr , was varied from 0 (never follow) to
1 (always follow). Within a run, a particular vehicle will
always either follow or reject the lane change request (i.e.,
a probability of 0.3 denotes that 30% of vehicles picked
randomly will always follow lanes change requests while
70% will always ignore them). We found that the EV run
times decrease with increase in plcr , with BLS significantly
outperforming FLS and SUMO. The only time BLS gets
outperformed is by FLS for Setting 2 when plcr >= .8 due
to leftmost lane being fastest which shows the ability of BLS
to quickly adjust when vehicles do not follow requests.

3) Effect of Communication Delay, cj : Default value of
cj is 1 second. However, for this experiment we generated
cj ’s using a uniform distribution ranging from 0-6 seconds
in case 1 and 0-60 seconds for case 2 and tested FLS and
BLS for Setting 3. To summarize, BLS is affected lot more
in both cases via large delays since the information that it
uses for computation of best lanes may get outdated due to
continuous change in traffic patterns.
4) Effect of EV on other vehicles: Summarizing the result
for Setting 2 (similar trends in Settings 3 and 4): In BLS,
on an average, 56.64 vehicles were affected out of 153.3
vehicles in the simulation causing an average delay of 1.36
seconds per vehicle (0.50%). In FLS, 41.88 vehicles are
affected with 1.00 second (0.37%) of average delay per
vehicle. Overall, the total delay across all the vehicles in
a run, caused by BLS on an average, is 77.03 seconds
while FLS causes 41.88 seconds of delay. Thus, lane level
optimizations do not seem to cause significant disruption to
other vehicles in both FLS or BLS.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced the FLS and BLS strategies
to improve the travel time of EVs by modeling lane level
dynamics. In our experiments (performed using the wellknown traffic simulator SUMO), we simulated a variety of
traffic patterns and human behaviors by varying a wide range
of parameter settings. We could show that: (a) BLS performs
better than SUMO strategy on all the traffic settings we
tested. (b) BLS performs better than FLS in circumstances
involving congestion and uncertainties while FLS performs
better in well-behaved traffic conditions and (c) BLS is the
best strategy for the setting calibrated using real world data
obtained from NYCDOT.
We believe this work can be expanded in a variety of
ways in future: (a) The EV can communicate only to a
single hop distance currently. We expect addition of multihop communication to provide further significant run-time
improvements. (b) We presented here an experiment which
analyzes how the different strategies perform when drivers
do not follow lane change requests. However, the behavior
is not intrinsic to the driver but the drivers have been
randomly picked to reject requests. We therefore plan to
perform a more realistic modeling of human behaviors (e.g.,
attribute intrinsic behaviors to drivers). (c) Include the effect
of intelligent lane picking on traversal through intersections
too (currently limited to straight sections of roads).
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